The New York City Science and Engineering Fair (NYCSEF), sponsored by the New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) and the City University of New York (CUNY) / Office of Academic Affairs, is the city's largest high school research competition. Approximately 900 students from around the city submitted applications to the 2015 NYCSEF for a chance to compete for a variety of cash and prizes including an all-expense trip to Pittsburgh, PA representing New York City at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF). This year's Preliminary Round was held on Sunday, March 1, 2015 at The City College of New York (Manhattan). The top 25 -30 percent of student researchers from each subject category were selected to participate in the Finals Round on Tuesday, March 24, 2015 at the American Museum of Natural History. All award winners, including the names of the seventeen students selected to represent NYC at the International Science and Engineering Fair in May as well as approximately 200 other award winners were announced at the NYCSEF Awards Ceremony on March 27, 2015 at The Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College. The names of all of this year's participants are listed below. Congratulations to all of this year's participants and award recipients.

For more information about NYCSEF, please visit <nycsef.cuny.edu>.

---

### Academy for the Advancement of Science and Technology

**David Yang** (Computer Science)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF Second Award

Yale Science and Engineering Association

### Bronx

**Bronx Center for Science & Mathematics, The**

**Lawrence Abu-Hammour** (Medicine & Health Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Michael G. Mann Award

NYCSEF Third Award

**Isabel Adeniji** (Plant Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Mario Hernandez** (Animal Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Ivan Perez** (Animal Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Karla Perez** (Biochemistry)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Marjorie Gray** (Microbiology)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Marjorie Gray** (Microbiology)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Marjorie Gray** (Microbiology)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Marjorie Gray** (Microbiology)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Sarah Tapia** (Behavioral & Social Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Djamila Tcheifa** (Behavioral & Social Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Nicole Terc** (Behavioral & Social Sciences)

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Bronx Early College Academy

Alain Moffett (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sidikha Ashraf (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Abraham Assaily (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stevanca Augustine (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Second Award

Martin Awano (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Harsh Baid (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Vahni-Vishala Bernard (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Julia Bittencourt (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Kyle Cassara (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Priyal Chadha (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

KerCheng Chen (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist

Bronx High School of Science

Tabrez Alam (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stevanca Augustine (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Aaron Cheung (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Aaron Choi (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Third Award

Vahni-Vishala Bernard (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Cherry Huang (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yiwen Huang (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Christina Joseph (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ava Kaplan (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Department of Health and Human Services
NYCSEF Third Award

Navpreet Kaur (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF First Award

Yi Chen (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

ISEF Finalist

ISEF Finalist

ISEF Finalist

ISEF Finalist
Sabrina Kazi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anjlee Panjwani (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Farzana Khan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Humai Patel (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sophia Kioulaphides (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rebecca Philip (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Theodota Kontopoulos (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
American Meteorological Society  
NYCSEF Second Award

Montasir Rahman (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amit Kothekar (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rafia Rifa (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Simone Lavin (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Shiwbaran (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vi Le (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Ilana Shtern (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vanessa Lim (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michael Shumikhin (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nelly Lin (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
NYCSEF First Award

Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Marta Maksymyuk (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zarrin Tashnim (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Fletcher Marsh (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniel Thach (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Tlatitsky (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Ruhana Uddin (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  
US Air Force

Julia Vinagolu-Baur (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award
Sandeep Voleti (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of New York

Syeda Wahid (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of New York

Amanda Weng (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kabou Yengo-Passy (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aaron Zhang (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Wendy Zhao (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Cindy Zhou (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Horace Mann High School

Raag Agrawal (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
Society for In Vitro Biology

Liam Gavin (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joshua Gruenstein (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lauren Hooda (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
US Metric Association

Alexander Newman (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Sonia Sehra (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kenneth Shinozuka (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence
NYCSEF First Award

Ikaasa Suri (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Jeffrey Weiner (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF First Award

Richard Wu (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Riverdale Country School

Prateek Sahni (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
US Metric Association

Riverdale/Kingsbridge Academy (MS/ HS 141)

Yasmine Toro (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

SAR High School

Shoshana Rosenzweig (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brooklyn

Brooklyn Technical High School

Nabib Ahmed (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Naima Akther (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Daniel Alhadeff (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives
NYCSEF Second Award
Yale Science and Engineering Association

Mohammad Amin (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adam Belklai (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Benjamin Bush (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Phil Vincent Castanares (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alex Chen (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shuzhen Chen (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Erica Flear (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Goldzwieg Panitz (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Arjun Krishna (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Janill Lema (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Harith Morgan (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jennifer Nwenyi (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shonel Rahim (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Reaz Rahman (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Michael G. Mann Award

John Ribaudo (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Susan Tan (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Qingmei Wu (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Edward R. Murrow High School

Zara Ali (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Chaz Blackwood (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Maeve Connolly (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anton Doe (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Caitlin Feng (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adelaide Gaughran-Bedell (Medicine & Health Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nathanael Grand (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Emma Hopkins (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Ari Kotler (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Emily Lam (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anna Learis (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Storm Lewis (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Kevin Lin (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mary McPheely (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Association for Women Geoscientists
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF Third Award

Ashlee Mitchell (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Jacob Netel (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kathryn Retting (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Anton Rinnert (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lilian Rona (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samarah Ruiz (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Eric Sanford (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Juliet Schlefer (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Raine Sroge Johnson (Earth & Environmental Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Dea Stefanlari (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ina Stefanlari (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tracy Tin (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kelly Young (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF Third Award

Amy Zhou (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fort Hamilton High School
Joan Krickellas (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Environmental Quest
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

James Madison High School
Evan Mosseri (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Paata Ugrekhelidze (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Mu Alpha Theta
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

ASM Materials Education Foundation

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

US Navy and Marine Corps

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards
Tamneya Hauter (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Syeda Hillary (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Abir Hossain (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annie Hu (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Xiao Yan Hu (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shanna Huang (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zainab Iqbal (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Third Award

Taulant Kastrati (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Melissa Lee (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lucy Lin (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Association for Women Geoscientists
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Sandra Lin (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Meghan Ng (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Jeffrey Ou (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Koli Papa (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Monique Powell (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Keturah Raymond (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Simona Raynov (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aidana Razhap (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mia Roberts (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shalimar Rosario (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Saba Sakhi (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Patrice Sanderson (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Carmine See (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brianna Soleyn (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samar Syeda (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fatima Tariq (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Makar Tchekalenkov (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Emily Tse (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

David Tskhvedadze (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Wen Li Wang (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tanisha Williams (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yukie Wong (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Richard Wu (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Raymond Yu (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Khubaib Zaman (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Packer Collegiate Institute

Tobias Jaroslaw (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

William Merrill (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Poly Prep Country Day School

Benjamin Claremont (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rowan McAllister (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Emma Rodney (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Gabriella Shpilsky (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Paul Tocci (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rachel Carson High School for Coastal Studies

Danielle Goodwin (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Haroon Hussain (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zeynep Isgorur (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Urban Assembly New York Harbor High School

Tahirah Abd (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF Second Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

Nicolle Martinez (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF First Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Yeshiva Darchei Eres

Joseph Abraham (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Manhattan
Abraham Joshua Heschel School
Danielle Farage (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Third Award

Paul Horvath (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aviel Kaplan (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sophia Katz (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jonathan Lindenbaum (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Sylvie Rosen (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Michael Steinberg (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Department of Health and Human Services
NYCSEF Second Award

Brearley School
Jessica Lai (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Julia Sakowitz (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Columbia Grammar and Prep School
Hugh Savoldelli (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

James Savoldelli (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

Drew Tombak (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

Dalton School
Simone Braunstein (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
Yale Science and Engineering Association

Jacob Joergens (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Society for In Vitro Biology

Sophie Rogers (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Michael Won (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yinge Zhao (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

High School for Health Professions & Human Services
Ibad Ahmed (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>NYCSEF Round</th>
<th>Awards/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zoobia Bhatti</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Social Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Chan</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakib Hossain</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simrat Kaur</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Social Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorine Phung</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Social Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Ramales Flores</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith Serrano</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School for Mathematics,</td>
<td>Science and Engineering @ CCNY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehjebin Akter</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Chen</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Cheng</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Second Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Choi</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Third Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shafat Choudhury</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Elysee</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Second Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Han</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Third Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Mikofsky</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>First Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shafat Choudhury</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>First Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Elysee</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>First Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School of Hospitality</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Superville</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Social Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>First Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School of Hospitality</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Chan</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Cohen</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td>Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stefan Colton (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Axel Feldmann (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Intel Excellence in Computer Science
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Benjamin Firester (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence
NYCSEF First Award

Sophy Ho (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
US Metric Association

Yunhee Hyun (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Jaison Jain (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Sarah Kliment (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Christopher Lee (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

John Lhota (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Catherine Li (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Erica Lin (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Memie Osuga (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Elisabeth Riska (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Isabel Wang (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Karina Xie (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Alison Zhao (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Institute for Collaborative Education

Mennen Gordon (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joy Hall (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Madelyn Kern (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Daniella Levine (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Alexandra Marello (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Natalie Mattson (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Adrianna Montes (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Fintan Mooney (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
Department of Health and Human Services
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of
New York

Ethan Newman (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lauren Plevy (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Cyanne Rohlf (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nikki Sway (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lea Villafane (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Manhattan Center for Science & Mathematics

Kevin Catalan (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jintao Chen (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lanique Dawson (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mohammad Hossain (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jiaming Zhen (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
NYCSEF Third Award

Marymount School

Caroline Lin (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Spence School

Charlotte Champ (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF Second Award

Stuyvesant High School

Alan Babushkin (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Bang (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kumaran Chanthrakumar (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniel Charnis (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
Biophysical Society Award
NYCSEF Second Award

George Drimba (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
Mu Alpha Theta
NYCSEF First Award

Shengjie Jin (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Radhika Kaicker (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Anmolpreet Kandola (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of New York

Norman Kontarovich (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ariel Levy (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
Yale Science and Engineering Association

Emily Liao (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fauna Mahootian (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Anise Rau (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Jorge Reyes (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Derek Tsui (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
US Air Force

Wei Hou Wu (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Jack Ye (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Trinity School
Young Joon Kim (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Queens

Archbishop Molloy High School

Julia Brandt (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sebastian Chamorro (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vida Ekhlas (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Justin Esposito (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Carla Hanna (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jessica Netto (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Valerie Rico (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kangyi Zhao (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Benjamin N. Cardozo High School

Rachel Sharma (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Summer Stoff (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Forest Hills High School

Numra Ahmed (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Marianna Babadzhanov (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Andrew Chu (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shahrin Haque (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fabliha Hossain (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samah Islam (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Dominika Kwasniak (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kania Rimu (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Ashley Salimbangon (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nazifa Sheikh (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Shoshana Yakubova (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Francis Lewis High School
Abid Abdin (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amanda Ackermann (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maheen Agha (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shereesa Ahmad (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Jesse Gomes (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Medina Graca (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Guber (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Mohammed Hasnat (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Celine Ho (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ivon Hong (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Sa Bin Hong (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Andrew Hoyos (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adiba Humyra (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aadil Hussain (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nur-E Imam (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Orone Islam (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Karina Iturralde (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Simran Jaspal (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rejath Jose (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Simranjit Kaur (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sukhpreet Kaur (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fanglu Ke (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Thomas Khadoo (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Chanyang Kim (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Buneet Kumar (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Kevin Lam (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarin Laskar (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stefan Lazarou (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Thomas Lee (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gavin Li (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Aman Luthra (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Christi Ella Mahilum (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zarrin Mahmud (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Association for Women Geoscientists  
NYCSEF Third Award

Anika Malik (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sameena Manzur (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ruihan Mao (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ali Mian (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annisa Murataj (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anna Maria Naska (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samantha Ng (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Kavita Niranjan (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Reona Okuda (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Dayana Paredes (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yasmeen Persaud (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Teodoros Petridis (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jenna Petrik (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nikolas Racelis-Russell (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Humda Rahman (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Nira Rahman (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Urmi Rahman (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Olivia Rapala (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mia Rodie (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of New York

Jasmine Rooplall (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anila Saqui (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniya Sarguroh (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sean Scarabino (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ljaje Selmanovic (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Khy Ee Siew (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Arpna Singh (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Impreet Singh (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Association for Women Geoscientists  
NYCSEF Third Award

Naveen Singh (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jarin Tasmin (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ariana Thakurtyal (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ralph Vasquez (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Jina Wang (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Xinqi Wang (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jia Yun Wu (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Connie Xie (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brian Yakubov (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jeff Ye (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Iris Yu (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yujie Zhao (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kelvin Zheng (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hillcrest High School

Mah Noor (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

John Bowne High School

Denin Abraham (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Tiffany Batista (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brittany Brown (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Enrique Granda (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasmeen Kaur (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Catherine Lin (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Abisha Nalladurai (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zoriea Nunes (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lauren Opoku-Kissi (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Judy Pham (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Maria Saleem (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Deepak Sharma (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fawzia Shirzad (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mishaal Syed (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shakila Zahan (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  
US Navy and Marine Corps

Queens High School for Sciences @ York College

Suebeen Ahn (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joseph Bajor (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Farzana Begum (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  
US Metric Association  
Yale Science and Engineering Association

Ravindra Bisram (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Andrea Rosangelle Cadornigara (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Crystal Chiang (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kirim Chung (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Cosette Davis (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
American Meteorological Society  
NYCSEF First Award

Sean Grant (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nina Gu (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jenna Guo (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Grace Han (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sumaiya Islam (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Grace Ji (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Sandy Jiang (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Simran Kaur (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Garin Kim (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Minji Kim (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
American Psychological Association  
NYCSEF Third Award

Karen Kong (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Mu Alpha Theta  
NYCSEF Second Award

Chris Li (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Fanny Lin (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nomrota Majumder (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mehraj Meah (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rabia Mehmood (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Erik Menjivar (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Laboni Molla (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Si Long Mong (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Jasmine Ng (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fatema Noor (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gladys Obaji (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michaela Radoo (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jenna Rim (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Celine Ripla (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stephanie Shoo (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rachael Su (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zaynab Tavers (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ishrat Trena (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jessie Yang (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yulin Yang (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Mu Alpha Theta
NYCSEF Second Award

Shamnaz Zaman (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Peilin Zhen (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Saint Francis Preparatory School

Timucin Altan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lily-Ann Bergin (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF First Award

Sasha Bonilla (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Brooke Chai (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College
US Metric Association

Natalie Correa (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Department of Health and Human Services
NYCSEF Third Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Nicole Del Vecchio (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Min Jae Kim (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sonia Persaud (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Townsend Harris High School

Samia Abedin (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of New York

Clara Abouelsaad (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Monisha Afroz (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mirza Ahmed (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aisha Ali (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sindhu Avuthu (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Xhesika Begaj Begaj (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sabina Bhuiyan (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Neil Chen (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Jessica Cheng (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Sarah Elhachimi (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicole Gleizer (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Elizabeth Ha (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Syeda Hassan (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Faisal Hossain (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Arthur Ipek (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Inderdeep Jaswal (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - City College of New York

Cindy Jiang (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Zainab Koli (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Ivy Lam (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Emily Lei (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

MinJun Li (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rebecca Li (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Cindy Lin (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shiying Lin (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Monica Maharjan (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ariane Marchese (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Swathi Mettela (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Jesal Parmar (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Akash Pillai (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Zoya Qureshi (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ena Rasic (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Snehi Shah (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maryam Shahab (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sadiqa Taaseen (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amanda Tran (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Saloni Vishwakarma (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Simrankaur Wahan (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Cindy Xu (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Staten Island

Saint John Villa Academy

Nathasha K.A.D. Thisarani (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Staten Island Technical High School

Mariam Ali (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alara Arpaci (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Burhan Azeem (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASM Materials Education Foundation
NYCSEF Second Award

James Borovilas (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Anam Choudhary (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Theodora Danias (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Elizabeth Khusid (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Second Award

Kevin Lin (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Victoria Litvinova (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Bohan Liu (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nicholas Lombardi (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nataliya Melnyk (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Silvia Menkes (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Tiffany Merlinsky (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sai Palati (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Olga Pinkhasov (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Angelika Saribekyan (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jungwon Shin (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Sarah Tress (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
US Air Force

Shannon Yasuda (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Sharon Zeldin (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

West Chester

Edgemont High School

Kalyani Gopalkrishna (Earth & Environmental Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Association for Women Geoscientists
NYCSEF Third Award